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MANIFEST
Our mission is to un-limit 
an athlete’s pursuit of fun 
through our technological 
advances in engineering. 
The company is based 
around our love for all forms 
of shredding. We all push 
the boundaries in search 
of freedom. Our products 
are the brainchild of the 
athletes using them, and 
are produced with materials 
of the highest quality. We 
make the products of our 
dreams, with passion, love, 
and know-how. 
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HELMETS TECHNOLOGY
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NOSHOCK
PROBLEM STATEMENT: LINEAR ACCELERATION

In order to meet both European and North American safety 
requirements, most standard helmets result in a very thick and heavy 
profile. 

LINEAR IMPACT.
Linear acceleration occurs when the head is 
moving in a straight line and stops suddenly 
or is hit by an object moving in a straight line.

Most standard helmets are designed to 
protect only against linear acceleration 
impacts. They are made of materials, such as 
EPS and EPP that deform and absorb linear 
impacts’ energy. 

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ further increases the shock absorption 
efficiency of traditional EPS and EPP foam liners, reducing the 
transference of energy of impact to the head.

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology is a Honeycomb Cone Structure 
integrated within the core of the impact energy absorption element. 

SOLUTION: SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ [patent pending]

IMPACT LINER SLYTECH NOSHOCK™

TRADITIONAL 
HELMET

This structure of either SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT or SLOW 
RESPONSE EPP is co-injected within a toughened EPS or EPP 
respectively, provides higher structural strength and dissipates 
impact forces multi-directionally.

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™

IMPACT CHANNELS
SOLUTION: SHRED IMPACT CHANNELS

In case of an impact

IMPACT CHANNELS 
deflect the energy

While promoting air flow

And reducing weight.

1.

2.

3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT: LINEAR ACCELERATION
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INFINITE R.A.A.
PROBLEM STATEMENT: ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION

There are a few standard attempts to address rotational acceleration 
in the market, but these solutions are fairly limited in scope and work 
along preferred pathways resulting in good performance for some 
impact directions and poorer performance for others. Additionally, 
they increase the thickness and weight of a helmet, increasing the 
energy level in case of an impact. The result is that the helmet is not 
necessarily safer.

ROTATIONAL 
IMPACT.
Rotational acceleration occurs when the 
head is hit at an angle or is rotating quickly 
and suddenly stops. A relative movement of 
the brain to the skull can cause injury.

Crashes often result in a combination of both 
rotational and linear acceleration. These two 
main accelerations are responsible for the 
majority of brain injuries.

Infinite direction rotational energy reduction, No additional bulk. 
No additional weight. 

INFINITE R.A.A.™ mimics the behavior of the fluid between the 
skull and the brain that provides some cushioning to the brain in case 
of an impact. It is the best yet simplest system to absorb rotational 
impacts’ energy. 

SOLUTION: INFINITE R.A.A.™ [patent pending]

INFINITE R.A.A.™ absorption system consists of a liner with built-in 
absorption units. These absorption units consist of very thin elastic 
layers and slip surface attachments to the helmet’s inner element. 
They are engineered to redirect the rotational impact energy and 
allow a small relative movement between the helmet and the head 
with infinite impact directions. This way, the rotational energy 
transferred to the head is minimized. 

HELMET ATTACHMENT

ELASTIC LAYER

SLIP SURFACE

LINER
ABSORPTION UNIT

LINEAR FORCE

ROTATIONAL FORCE

MULTI IMPACT
PROBLEM STATEMENT: MULTIPLE IMPACT PROTECTION.

Standard helmets usually have an absorption layer that deforms to 
absorb the energy of an impact. This is efficient for a single impact, 
but once that layer is deformed, it cannot absorb any further impact.

MULTIPLE 
IMPACT.

SOLUTION: SHRED MULTI IMPACT

1 2 3

SHRED MULTI IMPACT helmets are built with a light, durable, 
and toughened EPP polymer, which provides superior energy 
absorption and protection for a sequence of hits and multiple 
impacts to the head.
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NOSEASON + 
PROBLEM STATEMENT: MULTISEASONAL PROTECTION

We all like to challenge ourselves in different sports and we need 
protection for all of our activites. Having a helmet for each of them 
is expensive and unnecessary.

Engineers and designers face the challenge of coming up with a 
product capable of fulfilling the safety requirements of multiple 
sports, which are very different and very demanding. 

The market offers some options for multi sport head protection that 
are either thick and bulky, or that don’t meet safety requirements 
and cannot be called helmets. 

SOLUTION: SHRED MULTI IMPACT

SHRED NOSEASON Helmets are engineered to simultaneously 
pass very demanding safety regulations for European and American 
snow and bike standards.

Thanks to SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ protection technology SHRED 
NOSEASON and NOSEASON+ helmets are able to meet and 
exceed multiple safety requirements that otherwise would be 
impossible to meet.

SHRED NOSEASON+ Helmets additionally exceed safety 
requirements for skateboarding and watersports.

Smart design and engineering allows for easy transitions from one 
sport to another.

One helmet for all that you would ride.

A true safety pinnacle in the action sports industry.

NO
SE

ASON + NOSEASON + NOSEASON + NOSEASO
N 

+ 
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nic hilton

ph - GoPro

ICEDOT
PROBLEM STATEMENT: IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

All action sports imply some risks. Helmets are designed to mitigate 
the effects of an impact, but an injury can happen and it’s especially 
dangerous if a rider is alone.

With ICEdot’s new Push Notify feature, users can designate a 
primary contact that is automatically sent a text message when a 
session is started and another message at the end of an activity. The 
notification includes a tracking link with enhanced map features. 

SOLUTION: ICEDOT™

Every SHRED™ helmet comes with ICEdot™ protection. 
In case of emergency, a first responder can access critical personal, 
medical and emergency contact information by locating the sticker 
on the helmet and sending a text message with the PIN number. 
First responders will immediately receive a text message with the 
rider’s identification information, medical info, and emergency 
contacts.

MEDICATIONS
ALLERGIES
NOTIFICATIONS

Messages Clear

Send

+1-918-373-9989

Call Add to Contacts

John Doe profile
http://ibpx.co/i/
RM3WL4QU/dlef1
or
Reply
“m” for medications
“a” for allergies
“n” [message] to notify 
emergency contacts

Messages Clear

Send

+1-918-373-9989

John Doe conditions
Diabetes, Type 1
Allergies: Peanuts, 
Soy

John Doe in case of 
emergency contact 
Jane Doe (918) 
592-3722

John Doe conditions
Diabetes, Type 1
Medications: Insulin, 
Lipitor, Plavix

Call Add to Contacts



TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
FUNCTIONALITY

PERFORMANCE

FIT/COMFORT. Design.

Universality.

Fabrics.

Re-designed and re-engineered fit and size range through extensive field 
tests, research and data analysis.

Enhances impact energy absorption by adjusting the density of the EPS liner 
in key areas of the helmet.

Tough and durable EPP liner providing superior protection in multiple 
impacts.

Emergency identifier technology. Emergency responders can SMS 
text the PIN code that comes with each SHRED helmet.

The reflective coating on the shell ensures maximum 
visibility at night.

Super lightweight co-fusion of a thin outer shell of polycarbonate 
with a tough EPS liner maximizing the safety vs. weight ratio.

Is a super durable, tough and flexible copolymer shell specifically designed 
to work with our MULTI IMPACT and NOSHOCK MULTI IMPACT liners.

Extensive studies and research on helmets and goggles for ultimate 
integration.

Design.
Engineering.

Safety Engineering.
Multi-Functional Design.

Linear Acceleration Protection.

Rotational Acceleration Protection.

Multiple Impact Protection.

In Case Of Emergency.

Avoiding the impact.

Construction and Materials.

Construction and Materials.

VENTILATION

MULTI SEASONALITY.

SAFETY.

WEIGHT.

DURABILITY.

Fit system with dial wheel and 3 arms that can be adjusted to different positions 
for a completely customizable fit and goggles integration.

Natural fabric providing unparalleled anti-microbial and anti-odor 
properties.

Surface treatment providing long term antimicrobial properties.

Ultra precise 3-position switch integrated inside a tough and 
durable component, with or without integrated goggle buckle.

Superlight in-molded helmet certified according to both US and EU 
regulations for both bike and snow. The impossible made possible.

Super durable multi impact helmet certified according to US and 
EU regulations for bike, snow, skateboarding and watersports. 

Patented Honeycomb Cone Structure integrated in the EPS or EPP impact 
absorption element and made of either SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT or SLOW 
RESPONSE EPP. It allows for the dissipation of impact energy in multiple 
directions.

Patented system minimizing the effects of rotational accelerations to the head 
on impact by allowing a relative rotation of the helmet on the head through 8 
absorption units made with a slip surface and elastic absorption layer.

SHRED 
SHIELD

Channels structure integrated in the EPP that deflects impact energy 
while promoting ventilation and reducing weight

IMPACT 
CHANNELS

REFLECTIVE

from the core.14  15



DON WHEELIE CREDIT CARD SCREAM

SHRASTA WOODLAND

code: DHESSTH11
size: S, ML

DHESSTH12
size: S, ML

code: DHESSTH13
size: S, ML

code: DHESSTH14
size: S, ML

code: DHESSTH21
size: S, ML

code: DHESSTH31
size: S, ML

Lightweight In-Molded low profile helmet featuring SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ linear acceleration absorption technology and INFINITE RAA™ rotational 
acceleration absorption system.
SIZE: 

SHORT STACK

CONSTRUCTION: In-Mold with integrated SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ linear protection
MATERIAL: PC + SUPER LIGHT EPS + SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT.
CERTIFICATIONS: EN1078 (EUROPE BIKE) / CPSC ( USA BIKE)
WEIGHT: 370 g (size XS/M)

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED Vent air control for comfort and goggles fogging prevention.
 + Multiple Patents Pending.

Emergency identifier 
technology. Emergency 
responders can SMS text 
the PIN code that comes 
with each SHRED 
helmet.

Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

Patented Honeycomb Cone 
Structure integrated in the EPS or 
EPP impact absorption element 
and made of either SLYTECH 
2ND SKiN™ XT or SLOW 
RESPONSE EPP. It allows for the 
dissipation of impact energy in 
multiple directions.

Super lightweight co-
fusion of a thin outer 
shell of polycarbonate 
with a tough EPS liner 
maximizing the safety 
vs. weight ratio.

Patented system minimizing 
the effects of rotational 
accelerations to the head on 
impact by allowing a relative 
rotation of the helmet on the 
head through 8 absorption 
units made with a slip surface 
and elastic absorption layer.

Natural fabric 
providing unparalleled 
anti-microbial and 
anti-odor properties.

from the core.16  17



WALNUTS GRAB BEACON
code: DHEBUMG32
size: S, M, L

code: DHEBUMG33
size: S, M, L

code: DHEBUMH41
size: S, M, L

LIGHT - Warm Kit sold separately

Super tough, durable, and NOSEASON+ low profile MULTI IMPACT helmet featuring  IMPACT CHANNELS linear acceleration absorption technology 
and INFINITE RAA™ rotational acceleration absorption system.
SIZE: 

BUMPERLIGHT

CONSTRUCTION: Hard Shell.
MATERIAL: SHRED SHIELD + MULTI IMPACT EPP.
CERTIFICATIONS: EN1077B (EUROPE SNOW) / ASTMF2040 (USA SNOW) / EN1078 (EUROPE BIKE) / CPSC (USA BIKE) / ASTMF1492 (USA SKATEBOARD) / EN1385 (EUROPE WATERSPORTS).
WEIGHT: 492 g (size M)

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED Vent air control for comfort and goggles fogging prevention.
 + Front Ventilation Plugs.
 + Patent Pending.
 + Asian Fit available upon special request

Patented system minimizing 
the effects of rotational 
accelerations to the head on 
impact by allowing a relative 
rotation of the helmet on the 
head through 8 absorption 
units made with a slip surface 
and elastic absorption layer.

Tough and 
durable EPP liner 
providing superior 
protection in 
multiple impacts.

Super durable multi 
impact helmet certified 
according to US and 
EU regulations for bike, 
snow, skateboarding and 
watersports. 

Is a super durable, tough 
and flexible copolymer 
shell specifically designed 
to work with our MULTI 
IMPACT and NOSHOCK 
MULTI IMPACT liners.

SHRED 
SHIELD

Emergency identifier 
technology. Emergency 
responders can SMS text 
the PIN code that comes 
with each SHRED 
helmet.

Fit system with dial wheel 
and 3 arms that can be 
adjusted to different 
positions for a completely 
customizable fit and 
goggles integration.

Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

REFLECTIVE

IMPACT 
CHANNELS
Channels structure 
integrated in the EPP that 
deflects impact energy while 
promoting ventilation and 
reducing weight

Surface treatment 
providing long 
term antimicrobial 
properties.

from the core.18  19



#fromthecore

The night choice for safety.

Unique reflective coating and chinstrap designed for night rides.

Permanent and durable coating

Infinite RAA™ rotational absorption technology

Multi impact

Multi standard Certified*

*EN1077B (EUROPE SNOW). ASTMF2040 (USA SNOW). EN1078 (EUROPE BIKE). CPSC (USA BIKE). 
ASTMF1492 (USA SKATEBOARD). EN1385 (EUROPE WATERSPORTS).

from the core.20  21



Super tough, durable, FIBERGLASS helmet featuring SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ linear acceleration absorption technology and INFINITE RAA™ rotational acceleration 
absorption system.

BRAIN BOXNOSHOCK

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED Vent air control for comfort and goggles 
fogging prevention.
 + Removable Lining and Ear pads for easy cleaning.

 + Custom Fit Kit to customize a perfect fit.
 + Multiple Patents Pending.

Patented system minimizing 
the effects of rotational 
accelerations to the head on 
impact by allowing a relative 
rotation of the helmet on the 
head through 8 absorption 
units made with a slip surface 
and elastic absorption layer.

Emergency identifier 
technology. Emergency 
responders can SMS 
text the PIN code 
that comes with each 
SHRED helmet.

Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

SIZE: 

CONSTRUCTION: Hard Shell with integrated SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ linear protection.
MATERIAL: FIBERGLASS + EPS + SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT.

WEIGHT: 1096 g (size XS/M)

YAP WOODLAND CREDIT CARD
code: DHEBBXH11
size: S/M–, L/XL

code: DHEBBXH12
size: S/M–, L/XL

code: DHEBBXH13
size: S/M–, L/XL

Patented Honeycomb Cone 
Structure integrated in the EPS or 
EPP impact absorption element 
and made of either SLYTECH 
2ND SKiN™ XT or SLOW 
RESPONSE EPP. It allows for the 
dissipation of impact energy in 
multiple directions.

Natural fabric 
providing unparalleled 
anti-microbial and 
anti-odor properties.

CERTIFICATIONS: EN1078 (EUROPE BIKE) / CPSC (USA BIKE) / ASTM F1952 (USA DH MOUTAIN BIKE) 

from the core.22  23



CLARITY WOODLAND
code: DHEHSTE11
size: S, ML

code: DHEHSTE12
size: S, ML

Tough low profile helmet.
SIZE: 

HALF STACK

CONSTRUCTION: Hard Shell.
MATERIAL: ABS + DUAL DENSITY EPS.
CERTIFICATIONS: EN1078 (EUROPE BIKE) / CPSC (USA BIKE).
WEIGHT: 396 g (size XS/M)

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED Vent air control for comfort and goggles fogging prevention.
 + Removable Lining for easy cleaning.

Emergency identifier 
technology. Emergency 
responders can SMS 
text the PIN code 
that comes with each 
SHRED helmet.

Fit system with dial wheel 
and 3 arms that can 
be adjusted to different 
positions for a completely 
customizable fit and 
goggles integration.

Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

Enhances impact 
energy absorption by 
adjusting the density 
of the EPS liner in key 
areas of the helmet.

from the core.24  25



HELMETS ACCESSORIES
KIT

SPARE VISOR - Short Stack SPARE VISOR - Brain Box

WARM KIT - Bumper WATER KIT - Bumper

 + Available on:
 ›Short Stack

 + Available sizes: one size fits all

 + Available on:
 ›Brain box

 + Available sizes: one size fits all

 + Available on:
 ›Bumper Noshock
 ›Bumper

 + Available sizes: S,M,L

 + Available on:
 ›Bumper Noshock
 ›Bumper

 + Available sizes: S,M,L

code: DSPSSTVRG11 code: DSPBBXVRG11

code: DSPBWKG11 code: DSPBWKG21

ASIAN FIT KIT - Bumper
 + Available on:

 ›Bumper Noshock
 ›Bumper

 + Available sizes: S,M,L
Merino code: DSPBUMGAF11
Normal code: DSPBUMGAF21

reece wallace

ph - virtu media

from the core.26  27
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GOGGLES TECHNOLOGY
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NODISTORTION
PROBLEM STATEMENT: DOUBLE LENS DISTORTION.

Double lenses are built to provide a sealed air thermal barrier 
between the inner and outer lens that prevents fogging.

In traditional double lenses this sealed air builds up a pressure 
differential relative to atmospheric pressure. This differential, even 
when small, causes optical distortion.

Even small elevation changes deform the inner, more flexible lens, 
distorting your vision. This happens also for so called high-definition 
lenses.

There are a few standard attempts to address the pressure differential 
and deformation of the inner lens in the market, but these consist of 
making a hole in the lens either outer or inner, which can also cause 
strain and optical distortion.

NODISTORTION™ patented technology equalizes the pressure 
between the dual lens chamber and atmospheric pressure.

It connects the inside of the dual lens with the outside through a 
semi-permeable channel providing crystal clear vision at every 
altitude while simultaneously keeping moisture out thanks to our 
PORON™ filter.

The inside and outside lenses are always perfectly parallel and your 
vision is crystal clear no matter the altitude.

SOLUTION: NODISTORTION™

AIR
FLOW = PRESSURE

EQUALIZING
PORON™

FILTER = WEATHER
BARRIER

HOW DOES IT WORK?

 TRADITIONAL LENS 
warped IMAGE clear IMAGE

TRADITIONAL LENS 
clear IMAGE

SHRED NODISTORTION™ LENSSHRED NODISTORTION™ LENS
clear IMAGE

NOCLOG

TRADITIONAL GOGGLES VENTS FOAM SHRED NOCLOG

PROBLEM STATEMENT: VENT FOAM CLOGGING SOLUTION: SHRED NOCLOG

Moisture and perspiration buildups while riding  can accumulate and 
stick on top of the vent foam.

The accumulation of water on the foam can prevent the vents from 
working efficiently and allowing the exchange of warm/cold airflow, 
which reduces fogging. 

SHRED NOCLOG is a hydrophobic treatment performed on vent 
foam that makes water drops slide away very easily in wet conditions. 

It prevents vent foam from getting clogged and promotes an efficient 
hot and cold air exchange that minimizes fogging.



TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
FUNCTIONALITY

PERFORMANCE

FIT/COMFORT. Design that avoids pressure points. Engineered fit and size range through extensive field tests, 
research and data analysis.

Multilayer face foam with super soft fleece.

Extensive studies on competing helmets.
Superior combo integration.

NODISTORTION™ technology provides crystal clear 
vision at every altitude

Hydrophobic treatment on the vents to minimize fogging.

Double lenses combined with a special hydrophilic treatment on 
the inner lens.

Goggles designed and engineered to maximize the peripheral 
field of view.

High precision crafted lenses with tapered lateral thickness to 
adapt to the eye’s vision power. 

Engineered goggles with special polyurethane and notch 
engineering to help ease lens changing process.

Face Foam that provides a soft touch and follows 
the shape/features of the face.

Design.
Engineering.

Lens Technology.

Precision.

Ventilation.

Antifog.

Frame refection.

Design.
Engineering.

HELMET COMPATIBILITY.

LENS CHANGING.

OPTICS.

FIELD OF VIEW.

These lenses are compatible with SHRED TEAR-OFF 
system.

Special texture on the inside of the goggle to minimize 
possible distracting glare and reflections of the frame.

NOREFLECT

from the core.32  33



ROOST DON

TROOPER SHRASTAWOOD

POPSICLE

DGOSODG51 CLEAR

HAMMER

DGOSODH54 CLEAR

BOMB

DGOSODH55 CLEAR

DGOSODE31 PLATINUM REFLECT caramel

DGOSODH52 CLEAR

SHRASTAIR

DGOSODH53 CLEAR

DGOSODE41 PLATINUM REFLECT caramel DGOSODF11 CLEAR

SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: CYLINDRICAL DOUBLE LENS
STRAP HEIGHT: 40 mm
WEIGHT: 140 g

SOAZA

ALSO FEATURING:
 + Universal helmet compatibility.
 + Ergonomic frame design.
 + Grip on straps.
 + 100% UVA UVB UVC protection.

*SELECT MODELS.
NODISTORTION™ 
technology provides 
crystal clear vision at 
every altitude

Double lenses combined 
with a special hydrophilic 
treatment on the inner 
lens.

Engineered fit and 
size range through 
extensive field 
tests, research and 
data analysis.

Multilayer face 
foam with super 
soft fleece.

These lenses are 
compatible with SHRED 
TEAR-OFF system.

Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

INCLUDES::
+ bonus lens CLEAR

INCLUDES::
+ bonus lens CLEAR

Hydrophobic 
treatment on the 
vents to minimize 
fogging.

Medium fit CYLINDRICAL goggles.

from the core.34  35



SHRASTAIR BOMB 

HAMMER

SHRASTACO

DGOAMDH14 CLEAR

DGOAMDH11 CLEAR DGOAMDH12 CLEAR DGOAMDH13 CLEAR

Medium to large fit SHRED WIDE truly expanded field of view goggles with high precision CARVED CYLINDRICAL lenses.
SIZE:

LENS TYPE: CARVED CYLINDRICAL DOUBLE LENS
STRAP: 40mm HIGH
WEIGHT: 153g

AMAZIFY
Head Circumference (cm)

Head Circumference (Inch)

ALSO FEATURING:
 + Ergonomic frame design.
 + Grip on straps.
 + Whipped cream multilayer face foam.
 + 100% UVA UVB UVC protection.

Engineered goggles 
with special 
polyurethane and 
notch engineering 
to help ease lens 
changing process.

Goggles designed 
and engineered 
to maximize the 
peripheral field of 
view.

Double lenses combined 
with a special hydrophilic 
treatment on the inner 
lens.

Hydrophobic 
treatment on the 
vents to minimize 
fogging.

High precision crafted 
lenses with tapered 
lateral thickness to 
adapt to the eye’s 
vision power.

from the core.36  37



LENS PROGRAM

CLEAR
CLEAR

ORANGE
ORANGE

BLUE
BLUE

YELLOW
YELLOW

CLEAR
CLEAR

CARAMEL
CARAMEL

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 82%
CAT S0

VLT 30%
CAT S2

VLT 56%
CAT S1

VLT 74%
CAT S1

VLT 90%
CAT S0

VLT 53%
CAT S1

VLT 62%
CAT S1

ACID REFLECT - 
caramel

CARAMEL/GREEN 
MULTILAYER

VLT 36%
CAT S2

SOAZA DOUBLE LENSBURN REFLECT - 
caramel 

CARAMEL/RED 
MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

SOAZA DOUBLE LENS

CYLINDRICAL LENSES - DOUBLE

CARVED CYLINDRICAL LENSES - DOUBLE

CYLINDRICAL LENSES - SINGLE

PLATINUM 
REFLECT - caramel  

CARAMEL/SILVER 
MIRROR

PLATINUM 
REFLECT - smoke  

SMOKE/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 23%
CAT S2

VLT 25%
CAT S2

SOAZA DOUBLE LENS

GOGGLES

LENSES

SOAZA AMAZIFY

D
O

U
B

L
E

STEALTH REFLECT smoke DLEAMAFD11

PLATINUM REFLECT caramel DLESODED13 DLEAMAFD18

BURN REFLECT caramel DLESODED12 DLEAMAFD12

QUARTZ REFLECT caramel DLEAMAGD31

LUNAR REFLECT caramel DLEAMAFD13

FROZEN REFLECT caramel DLEAMAFD14

FROZEN REFLECT smoke DLEAMAFD15

ACID REFLECT caramel DLESODED11 DLEAMAFD16

ACID REFLECT smoke DLEAMAFD17

AURA REFLECT bronze DLEAMAFD27

CBL green DLEAMAGD29

RUBY DLEAMAGD28

BLUE DLEAMAFD21

BROWN DLEAMAFD22

CARAMEL DLEAMAFD23

YELLOW DLEAMAFD24

CLEAR DLEAMAFD25

FUME DLEAMAFD26

CLEAR DLESODED14

BLUE DLESODED15

CARAMEL DLESODED16

S
IN

G
L

E

PLATINUM REFLECT smoke DLESODES11

CLEAR DLESODES12

BLUE DLESODES13

ORANGE DLESODES14

YELLOW DLESODES15

VLT is the amount of light transmitted through a lens. VLT transmittance is then translated into a Lens Category Number. The higher the number the more visual light that is transmitted through 
the lens. The lower the CAT number the more visual light that is transmitted through the lens.Filter Category classified as: S0 Very light lens, S1 Light lens, S2 Medium lens, S3 Dark lens, 
S4 Very dark lens

GOGGLES ACCESSORIES

SINGLE LENS HOLDER BAG
 + Soft case to protect your 
SHRED spare single lenses.
 + 5 pockets hold up to 10 spare 
single lenses.

code: LHB

GOGGLE HARD CASE
 + Fully rigid case designed to 
protect your SHRED goggles.
 + Black with a neon green zipper.

code: DACBACD11

GOGGLE MICROFIBER BAG
code: DACBGOG

TEAR-OFF
code: DACTOFE11

LUNAR REFLECT - 
caramel

CARAMEL/PURPLE 
MULTILAYER

VLT 54%
CAT S1

FROZEN REFLECT 
- caramel 

CARAMEL/BLUE 
MULTILAYER

VLT 38%
CAT S2

FROZEN REFLECT 
- smoke 

SMOKE/BLUE 
MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

BURN REFLECT - 
caramel

CARAMEL/RED 
MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

STEALTH 
REFLECT 

SMOKE/BLACK 
MULTILAYER

VLT 8%
CAT S4

PLATINUM 
REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/SILVER 

MIRROR
VLT 27%

CAT S2

ACID REFLECT - 
caramel 

CARAMEL/GREEN 
MULTILAYER

VLT 38%
CAT S2

ACID REFLECT - 
smoke 

SMOKE/GREEN 
MIRROR

VLT 48%
CAT S1

AURA REFLECT - 
bronze 

BRONZE/GOLD 
MULTILAYER

VLT 12%
CAT S3

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 54%
CAT S1

CLEAR
CLEAR

VLT 81%
CAT S0

BROWN
BROWN

VLT 25%
CAT S2

CARAMEL
CARAMEL

VLT 54%
CAT S1

YELLOW
YELLOW

VLT 72%
CAT S1

FUME
SMOKE

RUBY
RUBY

CBL
GREEN

VLT 56%
CAT S1

VLT 34%
CAT S2

VLT 21%
CAT S2
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SUNGLASSES TECHNOLOGY
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NODISTORTION SUN NOWEIGHT

TRADITIONAL 
LENSES 

OPTICAL 
DISTORTION

SHRED 
NODISTORTION™ 
with NXT™

PROBLEM STATEMENT: LENSES DISTORT AND ARE BRITTLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: HEAVY FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Lenses are usually subjected to stress during production. This stress 
causes optical distortion, and this combined with commonly used 
lens materials makes lenses very brittle.

The majority of the sunglasses in the market are heavy and can slide 
easily off the face because of their weight and poor fit, which make 
them unstable to wear while doing something active.

SOLUTION: NODISTORTION™ with NXT lenses SOLUTION: SHRED NOWEIGHT

SHRED lenses are made of a urethane-based material with excellent 
optical properties, which was originally developed for the military as 
a super impact-resistant material. It is the lightest of all lens materials. 

SHRED NOWEIGHT is the result of exhaustive structural design 
research and material optimization efficiencies, which allows for 
extraordinary weight reductions that don’t compromise style. 

Frame and temple arms have a minimalist design with differential 
thickness and reinforcements in all of the critical areas for a 
lightweight and durable design.

The High Crystalline Polyamide material gives SHRED NOWEIGHT 
sunglasses outstanding flexibility and an incredibly secure fit on all 
size and shape faces.

To avoid optical distortion the lenses are liquid cast in glass molds, 
which provides crystal clear vision.

TRADITIONAL STRUCTURE

SAME THICKNESS
ON ALL THE FRAME

NOWEIGHT STRUCTURE

DIFFERENTIAL THICKNESS 
AND STRUCTURAL 
REINFORCEMENTS
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RAPID PHOTO POLARIZED and OLEO/HYDROPHOBIC
PROBLEM STATEMENT: ADJUSTING TO DIFFERENT LIGHT CONDITIONS

Standard sunglasses lenses are manufactured for static light 
conditions. When the conditions do not match with the 
circumstances your lenses are made for you lose optical precision.

SOLUTION: SHRED RAPID PHOTO

SHRED RAPID PHOTO lenses adjust their tint rapidly and 
progressively to changing light conditions and provide the eye 
with necessary protection and optimized performance in all light 
conditions.

PROBLEM STATEMENT: GLARE FROM REFLECTIVE SURFACES

When light is reflected on water or snow it creates a glare that 
distorts colors and depth perception. 

SOLUTION: SHRED POLARIZED

SHRED POLARIZED lenses filter out scattered and reflected light 
providing enhanced contrast and color perception.

PROBLEM STATEMENT: GREASE AND WATER BLUR VISION

Lenses are usually subjected to stress during production. This stress 
causes optical distortion, and this combined with commonly used 
lens materials makes lenses very brittle.

SOLUTION: OLEO/HYDROPHOBIC

SHRED permanent OLEO/HYDROPHOBIC protective coating 
makes the lens surface water and grease repellent assuring crystal 
clear vision remains over time.

CAT. 0 CAT. 2 CAT. 3



TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
FUNCTIONALITY

PERFORMANCE

FIT/COMFORT. Optimized fit on different faces types and sizes.

Materials.

Design.

Flat and open frame design. Wraparound frame design.

Lens Technology.

Precision.

Ventilation.

Anti-Fog.

Engineering.

STYLE

OPTICS.

FRAME.

Adapts quickly and progressively to changing light conditions. Filters out glare caused by light reflections from snow and water.

Cellulose base acetate frame material.

Water/grease repellent coating.

Temple arms made from bamboo wood.

Temple arms made from steel.

Premium Italian quality. Superior handmade quality ensures our products are assembled 
with unparalleled attention to detail.

Designed to provide unparalleled vision quality and 
durability, liquid cast urethane based lenses result in 
crystal clear vision.

Strategically positioned vents keep lenses free from fogging even 
in high perspiration scenarios.

AIRFLOW

Combination of materials optimization and structural design 
results in extremely lightweight sunglasses with uncompromised 
style.

No-slip pads on nose and temple arms.
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ACTION
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Classic Action.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 26 g

BELU$HKINOWEIGHT

Combination of materials 
optimization and 
structural design results 
in extremely lightweight 
sunglasses with 
uncompromised style.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

No-slip pads 
on nose and 
temple arms.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available on select models.

CRYSTAL
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGBNWG11

SHRAY
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGBNWG12

SHRAY POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGBNWG12P

POPSICLE
lens: FUME
code: DSGBNWG15

SHRASTA
lens: FUME
code: DSGBNWG14
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Simple Action.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 25 g

STOMPNOWEIGHT

Combination of materials 
optimization and 
structural design results 
in extremely lightweight 
sunglasses with 
uncompromised style.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

No-slip pads 
on nose and 
temple arms.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available on select models.

CRYSTAL
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGSNWG11

SHRAY DARK
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGSNWG12D

SHRAY LIGHT
lens: FUME
code: DSGSNWG12L

SHRASTA
lens: BURN REFLECT
code: DSGSNWG14

POPSICLE POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGSNWG15P
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Dynamic Action.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 8 CURVE
WEIGHT: 28 g

PROVOCATORNOWEIGHT

Combination of materials 
optimization and 
structural design results 
in extremely lightweight 
sunglasses with 
uncompromised style.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Wraparound 
frame 
design.

No-slip pads 
on nose and 
temple arms.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + RAPID PHOTO available on select models.
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available on select models.

POPSICLE
lens: BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWF11

SHRAY
lens: FUME
code: DSGPNWF21

SHRAY POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGPNWF21P

SHRASTA PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWF41H

CRYSTAL
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGPNWG53

MARTIAL
lens: ACID REFLECT
code: DSGPNWF31

MARTIAL POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGPNWF31P

SHRASTA
lens: FUME
code: DSGPNWF41

TROOPER
lens: BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWG54
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Dynamic Action Airflow.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT AIRFLOW lenses, BASE 8 CURVE
WEIGHT: 27 g

PROVOCATORNOWEIGHT AIRFLOW

SPARE LENSES SOLD SEPARATELY

AIRFLOW SPARE LENSES SOLD SEPARATELY

ACID REFLECT
code: DLSPNWE16

BURN REFLECT
code: DLSPNWE15

RAPID PHOTO
code: DLSPNWG21A

POLAR
code: DLSPNWE17

CLEAR
code: DLSPNWE14

CLEAR
code: DLSPNWG18A

YELLOW
code: DLSPNWE12

FUME
code: DLSPNWE11

FUME
code: DLSPNWG19A

PINK
code: DLSPNWE13

PROVOCATORNOWEIGHT & NOWEIGHT AIRFLOW

AIRFLOWCombination of materials 
optimization and 
structural design results 
in extremely lightweight 
sunglasses with 
uncompromised style.

Strategically 
positioned vents 
keep lenses free from 
fogging even in high 
perspiration scenarios.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Adapts quickly 
and progressively 
to changing light 
conditions.

No-slip pads 
on nose and 
temple arms.

Wraparound 
frame 
design.

BLACK RAPID PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWG56HA

YELLOW RAPID PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWG57HA

GREEN RAPID PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGPNWG58HA
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URBAN
+

LIFESTYLE
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Sleek.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 39 g

AXE

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Temple 
arms made 
from steel.

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 5 BARREL Hinges.

SHRASTALLOY
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGAXEG11

DONALLOY
lens: FUME
code: DSGAXEG12

SHNERDGOLD
lens: FUME
code: DSGAXEG13

BRUSHALLOY ROYAL
lens: BURN REFLECT
code: DSGAXEG16

BRUSHALLOY CRYSTAL
lens: ACID REFLECT
code: DSGAXEG17

JUNGLEALLOY
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGAXEG14

BRUSHALLOY CHARCOAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGAXEG15
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Soft.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 29 g

SWORD

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Temple 
arms made 
from steel.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 3 BARREL Hinges.
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available on select models.

DONALLOY
lens: FUME
code: DSGSWRG12

BRUSHALLOY CRYSTAL
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGSWRG16

BRUSHALLOY ROYAL
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGSWRG15

BRUSHALLOY CRYSTAL 
POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGSWRG16P
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Classic.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 44 g

BELU$HKI

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 7 BARREL Hinges.
 + RAPID PHOTO available on select models.
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available on select models.
 + WOOD temples available on select models.

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: BURN REFLECT
code DSGBLSD12

SHRASTAWOOD POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGBLSD12P

SHRASTA
lens: FUME
code: DSGBLSE11

SHNERDWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGBLSE31

DON
lens: ACID REFLECT
code: DSGBLSE41

ROLLERWOOD
lens: FROZEN REFLECT
code: DSGBLSE51 

Waves for Water collab

BRUSHED CRYSTAL
lens: FLARE REFLECT
code: DSGBLSG63

JUNGLE
lens: FUME
code: DSGBLSG64

BRUSHED ROYAL PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGBLSG61H
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Simple.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 38 g

STOMP

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 5 BARREL Hinges.
 + RAPID PHOTO available on select models.
 + SHRED POLARIZED with OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC coating available v models.
 + WOOD temples available on select models.

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

SHRASTA
lens: FROZEN REFLECT
code: DSGSTPD11

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGSTPE12

SHRASTAWOOD POLAR
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGSTPE12P

BRUSHED CHARCOAL PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGSTPG32H

BRUSHED CRYSTAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGSTPG33

JUNGLE
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGSTPG34

DON
lens: STEALTH REFLECT  
code: DSGSTPE22

BRUSHED ROYAL
lens: BURN REFLECT
code: DSGSTPG31

BRUSHED CHARCOAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGSTPG32
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Big and bold.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 46 g

MAVS

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 7 BARREL Hinges.
 + RAPID PHOTO available on select models.
 + WOOD temples available on select models.

SHRASTA
lens: FROZEN REFLECT
code: DSGMAVF11

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGMAVF12

DON
lens: ACID REFLECT
code: DSGMAVF21 

BRUSHED ROYAL
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGMAVG42

JUNGLE
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGMAVG43

MARTIAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGMAVF31

BRUSHED CHARCOAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGMAVG41

BRUSHED CHARCOAL PHOTO
lens: RAPID PHOTO BURN REFLECT
code: DSGMAVG41H
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Vintage.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 30 g

LANCE

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 3 BARREL Hinges.
 + WOOD temples available on select models.

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGLANG11

SHNERDWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGLANG12

BRUSHED CHARCOAL
lens: FUME
code: DSGLANG13

BRUSHED CRYSTAL LIGHT
lens: FUME
code: DSGLANG15L

BRUSHED ROYAL DARK
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGLANG14D

BRUSHED ROYAL LIGHT
lens: FUME
code: DSGLANG14L
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Feminine.
SIZE: 

LENS TYPE: NODISTORTION with NXT lenses, BASE 6 CURVE
WEIGHT: 33 g

VANNA

ALSO FEATURING:
 + 3 BARREL Hinges.
 + WOOD temples available on select models.

Cellulose base 
acetate frame 
material.

Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality 
and durability, liquid cast 
urethane based lenses 
result in crystal clear vision.

Flat and 
open frame 
design.

SUNGLASSES ACCESSORIES

SUNGLASSES MICROFIBER 
BAG

SUNGLASSES HARD CASE
 + Fully rigid case designed 
to protect your SHRED 
sunglasses

code: DSPSLKF11

code: DACTSGF

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: STEALTH REFLECT
code: DSGVANE11

SHNERDWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGVANE31

SHNERDWOOD DARK
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGVANE31D

BRUSHED CRYSTAL LIGHT 
lens: FUME
code: DSGVANG53L

BRUSHED CHARCOAL LIGHT
lens: FUME
code: DSGVANG51L

BRUSHED ROYAL
lens: PLATINUM REFLECT
code: DSGVANG52
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HEADWEAR
DACCAPD21 BLACK/WHITE
DACCAPE11 GREY/BLACK

DACCAPD41 BLUE/GREEN
DACCAPD31 BLACK/WHITE

TRUCKER CAP RIDGE CAPFLATBRIM CAP
• one size fits all • one size fits all • one size fits all

DACCAPG31 BLACK

CLOTHING
Our clothing line is tested against harmful substances, according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.

CLDHOOG514 DASHED - unisex CLDHOOG518 DASHED - women CLDHOOG515 FTC - unisex CLDHOOG517 LOGO - unisex CLDHOOG516 CONCENTRIC - unisex
sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 75% cotton - 25% polyester
• with fleece and zip
• pre-shrunk
• 245 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 80% cotton - 20% polyester
• with fleece
• 280 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 80% cotton - 20% polyester
• with fleece
• 280 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 75% cotton - 25% polyester
• with fleece and zip
• pre-shrunk
• 245 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 75% cotton - 25% polyester
• with fleece and zip
• pre-shrunk
• 245 g/m²

CLDTSHG518 PATCH - unisex

CLDTSHG522 CONCENTRIC - unisex CLDCRWG512 FTC - unisex

CLDTSHG524 PATCH - women

CLDTSHG519 DASHED - unisex

CLDCRWG511 CONCENTRIC - unisex

CLDTSHG525 FTC - unisexCLDTSHG523 CONCENTRIC - women

CLDTSHG516 LOGO - unisex CLDTSHG521 FTC - unisex CLDTSHG517 FTC - unisex
sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 160 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 160 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 170 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 170 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 60% polyester - 40% cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 237 g/m²

• sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 60% polyester - 40% cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 237 g/m2

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 170 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 50% polyester - 25% cotton - 25% viscose
• pre-shrunk
• 159 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% organic cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 170 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 150 g/m²

sizes: S, M, L, XL
• 100% cotton
• pre-shrunk
• 150 g/m²
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LINE OVERVIEW

ph - suspended productions
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SHRED GOGGLES SIZE CHART

SHRED HELMETS SIZE CHART

nic hilton

ph - GoPro



ben cruz

ph - GoPro
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